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MATACHANA Low Temperature Steam and Formaldehyde sterilizers could be 

used to reprocess single-use FFP2 (equivalent to N95) facemasks/respirators, 

in case of shortage of these products. 

 

 

Disclaimer 

MATACHANA does not recommend using reprocessing methods that are not compliant 

with local regulations.  

The purpose of this technical note is to inform customers about different processes which 

have been tested by accredited laboratories, hospitals and approved by local health 

authorities, in different countries.  

We strongly emphasize that any procedure not in compliance with local regulations, should 

only be used WITH APPROVAL from the respective healthcare regulation or authority.  

MATACHANA does NOT recommend the reprocessing of equipment classified as a single-

use product by its manufacturer, except in CASE OF SHORTAGE such as during the 

COVID-19 pandemic, where the availability of critical supplies cannot be ensured. 

 

 

78 °C LTSF program of 130LF®/FA95 Sterilizer     

The study carried out in cooperation with the hospital Leopoldina Krankenhaus 

Schweinfurt (Germany)(1), independent German test laboratories and MATACHANA 

MATEC Germany confirms that Low Temperature Steam and Formaldehyde at 2% 

sterilization is a valid reprocessing that provides, in cases of emergency such as the one 

caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, a safe reprocessing of the face masks sterilized under 

the described conditions. 

This study shows that, based on compliance testing, FFP2 face masks retain their 

anatomical fit and maintain filter integrity (Fit Test) after sterilization, up to two process 

applications with a 78 °C program. 

As well as the residuals of formaldehyde in different masks models, after the sterilization 

process, are reduced to levels 50 times lower than the max permissible value and 30 times 

lower than the maximum permissible average value specified in the respective standard 

EN 14180.  

 

 

75 °C Low Temperature Steam disinfection program of 130LF®/FA95 Sterilizer 

(pure steam disinfection without formaldehyde application)  

The German Robert Koch Institute published a list with proven disinfectants and 

disinfection methods for the inactivation of different bacteria and viruses type, Liste der 

vom Robert Koch-Institut geprüften und anerkannten Desinfektionsmittel und -

verfahren(2).  According to this publication MATACHANA/WEBECO program with a steam 

temperature of 75 °C and exposition time of 20 min is classified as suitable for A and B 

germs classification. 

Classification: 

A - suitable for killing vegetative bacteria including mycobacteria and fungi including fungal 

spores. 

B -suitable for the inactivation of viruses. Effective against enveloped and non-enveloped 

viruses and additionally against adeno-, noro- and rotaviruses (except for hepatitis virus). 
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Considering that SARS-CoV-2 belongs to the family Coronavidinae, it is classified as 

enveloped virus according to Encyclopedia of Virology (3), we confirm the efficacy of 

the 75 °C disinfection program making it a valid method that provides, in cases of 

emergency such as the one caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, a safe reprocessing of 

face masks disinfected under the described conditions. 

  

 

What kind of masks can I reprocess? 

FFP2 type masks. 

 

NOTE: Different brands of mask may show different behaviour. Always check the integrity 

of the mask after reprocessing. 

 

How many times can I reprocess them safely? 

A total of 2 reprocessing cycles; that is, 3 uses in total. 

  

Which program should I use to reprocess the masks? 

78 °C LTSF program  

or  

75 °C Steam disinfection program (optional program at 130LF®) 

 

NOTE: In case the 75 °C steam disinfection program is not activated in your sterilizer, 

please contact MATACHANA authorized technical service.  

 

How many masks can I reprocess in each cycle? 

A maximum of 20 individually packed and evenly vertically distributed in two baskets, one 

in each level of 130LF® sterilizer chamber. 

Please consider the position and orientation of the bags: paper side facing paper side and 

plastic side facing plastic side. 

 

 

NOTE: In all cases, it is very important that the masks/respirators to be reprocessed are 

not damaged or broken and that they are visibly clean (4,5). Therefore, during normal use, 

it is recommended to protect the FFP2 masks from the outside by placing an additional 

surgical mask on top in order to avoid them to be soiled.  

 

The reprocessing of potentially contaminated masks should not affect the normal 

processes of the RUMED in such a way that the quality of other sterilized material may be 

compromised. Among others, these aspects should be considered: 

 

• The implementation of the complete reprocessing procedure within the health centre, 

to safely collect the used masks, marked to identify the user.  

• The establishment should pay attention to the time that the masks can be stored 

without negatively affecting their hygienic performance. 

• The place where the masks will be received and packed. 

• The necessary protective measures for staff manipulating the masks. 

• The health centre should at least visually and physically inspect that the masks are 

not affected by reprocessing (shape and properties of the material). 

• A system should be established to identify that a mask/respirator has been 

reprocessed and to record the number of reprocessing cycles.  
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 NOTE: More studies using 130LF®/FA95 for mask reprocessing are in course. Once the 

studies are finished this document will be updated.  
 

#todosjuntosvenceremos 
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